THANK YOU,

Wolverine Power Supply Cooperative

Wolverine has proven once again that it’s a clean leader in Michigan.

This wholesale electric provider supplying five electric co-ops recently made two big decisions that are good for everyone in Michigan: canceling plans for a proposed coal-burning power plant in Rogers City and dropping out of a joint venture for the Presque Isle coal plant in Marquette. The people of northern Michigan can breathe easier knowing Wolverine is moving beyond dirty, outdated coal. These courageous decisions build on Wolverine’s early leadership in bringing wind power to Michigan through the Harvest Wind Farm in the Thumb, where 32 wind turbines generate electricity for 15,000 homes today.

Now Wolverine has an opportunity to show other Michigan utilities the way forward by investing even more into clean, renewable 21st Century energy technologies. Under Wolverine’s leadership, its co-op members — and all Michiganders — can reap the benefits of more affordable energy, new sustainable jobs and a cleaner, healthier state for our families.

KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK, WOLVERINE.